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@iMarfcSiebodal 

The only possible reason for British 

regime to make this absurd nonsensical 

allegation of Russian nerve agent attack 

on UK (yet another WMD pretext?) is 

that they want escalation to point of 

WW3. IMHO the only question is was it 

MI6 or Putsch Ukraine's SBU? Logic - 

who benefits? 
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Mated Sardo 

s4narcd$ai,<io 
Follow 

Now you know the reason a Circus Show like 
the one in i Salisbury has been unleashed.The 

Empire and its Vassals need to get Russia out 
of the way before they can take on China - 
and the clock is ticking. 

Nina El Byzantina 
@ i naByza ntina 

Fellow 

Skripal's poisoning led to the expulsion of 
Russian diplomats from several Western 
countries with their greatest numbers being 
from the US and UK (and Ukraine). Do you 
think they indicate who's truly behind this 
particular case of political theater? 

residents 
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^Violin- a fine reason for capital to spit on 
the will of the people and to review the 
outcome of the referendum # Brexit retaining 
Britain as part of the European Union. 

Mark Sleboda © 
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@Mark£lsbodal V J 

The nerve agent "of a type developed by 
Russia", supposedly 10X more deadly than 
VX, that evidently has a 7hour onset time and 
wears off after a week leaving victims alive & 
hunky dory. This whole farce is looking more 
& more like an actual false flag. 
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Marcel Sardo 
■@marcclsardo 

Follow 

Why was there no massive Police ..national 
manhunt' after the #Skripal Event? 

This guy asks the exact right questions - 
#READ! | via @Boson77Higgs | 

Uttk JutiaVityazeva 
BP ©Vityzeva 818 

Complex chemical-biological war in 
Porton Down, where nearby was 
poisoned SkrypaL The photos show 
comparative views of the complex in 
2012 and 2017. After the story with the 
"Novice", the center received promises 
from the Defense Ministry to allocate 48 
million pounds, 

colonelcassadlivejournal com 

Vm watching live the briefing of the Russian 
Foreign Ministry on the case #|Skripa 

Mar cel Sardo 
©Inar-ceisardo 

Follow 

When will the Russians finally learn that the 
degenerate West is not receptive to rational 
facts? The Russians are advised the monkey 
circus /i skripal easy to ignore. 
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they are alive means that it wasn't novichok. 
to MI6 that reads us, it's useless to kill them 
now, they had to die in minutes after 
poisoning, good luck with your next 
#fa!seflag V 
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